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 This study examined the learning of Pi (π) numbers in elementary school 
mathematics. This research was conducted by employing case study method 
containing a single case concerning the Pi (π) numbers. A total of 432 pre-
service teachers participated in the study from the academic year of 2019-
2020. This research employed observation, interview, and document analysis 
as the data collection tool. The conduct of the research involving the teachers 
and pre-service teachers was made in the classroom environment. The 
practice that participants posed for the account of Pi (π) number were 
analyzed by descriptive analysis technique in the scope of qualitative 
analysis. The data obtained from the participants were summarized and 
interpreted according to the predefined theme, and findings were arranged by 
a direct citation of the problems. Based on the analysis of the research, it 
showed that participants had problems in determining Pi (π) numbers as Pi 
(π) numbers are only taught by memorization methods. The teachers also did 
not understand about the source of Pi (π) number. Learning Pi (π) numbers 
are directly practiced through problems and formulas. Understanding the 
formula of plane figures is also not yet understood, so teachers and students 
basically only memorize the formula. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mathematics in elementary school consists of several materials. One of them is geometry [1]–[4]. In 
geometry there is the number Pi () 3.14 or 22

7
 . Understanding of concepts in learning mathematics is one of 

the keys to the provision of mathematical abilities in students. The large number of symbols and formulas 
used in learning mathematics causes most students to assume that mathematics is a difficult and unpleasant 
lesson [5]–[9]. This happens because students are not given the opportunity to know how the process of the 
symbols and values that usually accompany the symbol. Students only use symbols in the finished form so 
they do not understand the meaning of the symbols.  

The main tool for learning mathematics and the purpose of learning mathematics is through problem 
solving. With problem solving is an inseparable part of the process of learning mathematics. In learning 
mathematics need conceptual development of formulas not just giving formulas to students because when 
students develop formula, they gain a conceptual understanding of the relationships that exist and can be 
directly involved in a real process of working mathematics [10]–[12]. This can help students understand 
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where formulas are created and not view formulas as mysterious, tend to remember them, and become more 
convinced that mathematics makes sense. The mere use of formulas from books does not provide the 
development of relationships between these formulas. Concepts in mathematics which are arranged in stages 
and sequentially still require special evidences. So, in learning mathematics, the previous concept must be 
mastered because it is a prerequisite for continuing the next concept [13], [14]. Teaching mathematics 
effectively requires an understanding of what students know and need to learn and then provides challenges 
and support so they can learn mathematics well. 

Based on the ranking of data from Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2018, 
education in Indonesia is declining in rank again [15]–[18]. The value of the indicators of students' reading, 
mathematics, and science or science skills has dropped. This shows that Indonesia's position is ranked 72nd 
among 77 countries. The ability of mathematics declining from 386 points to 379 points [19]. Problems in the 
field of mathematics have an impact on the competitiveness of human resources in the future. Wilkins [20] 
states, “a person’s mathematical disposition related to her or his beliefs about and attitude toward 
mathematics may be as important as content knowledge for making informed decisions in terms of 
willingness to use this knowledge in everyday life.” This means that student learn disposition towards 
mathematics has the opportunity to be a factor that determines student success in learning mathematics. 
Disposition is also formed, if the other components have developed well previously.  

Curriculum change in a short period time in Indonesia has caused the unloading of curriculum pairs 
[21]–[23]. Indonesian 2013 curriculum has been applied in Indonesia since 2013 [24], in practice in the field, 
there are still many rural areas of Indonesia that still do not practice the educational unit lever curriculum that 
is the curriculum before the 2013 curriculum. The emphasis of this curriculum is the balance of soft and hard 
skills covering aspects of attitude, skills and knowledge [25]–[27]. The concept of the 2013 curriculum is the 
objective character or competence of graduates who are classed in the form of integration by emphasizing 
character education, learning character which emphasizes the scientific approach with a more detailed 
assessment character by emphasizing the assessment process [27]–[30].  

Integrative thematic learning in the 2013 curriculum is applied to basic education by integrating 
several lessons that have the same scope. However, the facts at school show many teachers have not yet fully 
implemented the 2013 National Curriculum which has the principle of integrating many materials. The aim 
of exploration in thematic learning is so that students are able to do better on the stages in scientific thinking. 
There are some compulsory subjects in elementary school. One of which is mathematics. Mathematics is a 
universal science that underlies the development of modern technology today. Because mathematics has an 
important role that becomes a mean in solving life problems [31]. The development of reasoning and 
thinking skills is important from the elementary school level to the tertiary level [32]–[34]. Elementary 
school students must understand the concept of mathematics, so that this becomes the basis for developing 
mathematics communication at the next level. 

Evidencing is often conducted in the field of mathematics. In general, there are still many teachers 
who do not know the method used to carry out evidencing in mathematics. Speaking of mathematical 
evidence, sometimes we meet various groups, generally students and students who tend to think that evidence 
is not so important in learning mathematics [35], [36]. In the early stages of mathematical evidencing, it was 
not an easy practice. This problem is the cause that makes one lazy to understand the evidence in 
mathematics [37]–[40]. Among students, evidence is a tool that is only used by mathematicians to explain 
mathematical statements that are known to be true. In mathematical evidence, there are several simple 
methods of evidencing using basic logic rules, for example direct evidence, indirect evidence, evidence with 
contradiction, evidence of singularity, refutation of evidence with counter example, evidence by 
mathematical induction [41]. The evidence used can be in the form of formal evidence and informal 
evidence. 

Numbers are the core material in mathematics especially in elementary education [42], [43]. 
Understanding the concept of numbers correctly is necessary for the sustainability of learning mathematics. 
In general, the concept of numbers in elementary school is integers [44]. But in its development, students are 
introduced to the concept of rational numbers which are numbers that can be written as meaningful 
comparisons between two integers. In line with the circle material in Geometry, pi, a number that is not a 
rational number is needed because this number is significant for the discussion of the area of a circle. In 
reality, the teacher is introducing pi numbers as a form of approach with rational numbers, Pi (π). Learning is 
generally given doctrinally by utilizing Pi (π). This doctrine is strongly attached to students and is difficult to 
remove. Learning irrational numbers for the next level often has difficulty. The 2013 curriculum through a 
scientific approach can be used actually to introduce pi numbers correctly. The teacher's understanding of the 
inductive approach to the scientific learning model can be used to introduce the concept of Pi correctly.  

Pi (π) is a symbol used by mathematicians to represent the ratio of the circumference of a circle to 
its diameter [45]–[47]. Pi is written in the small Greek letter π, spelled as pi, and comes from the first letter of 
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the Greek word perimetros, which means circumference. Pi (π) is an irrational number, meaning that the 
number cannot be written as the ratio/comparison of two integers. Fraction like 22

7
 generally used to estimate 

(approximation) of π [48], [49], but no ordinary fraction (ratio of integers) can be an exact value. Since the 
time of the Babylonians, humans have been fascinated by mathematics shape which is considered as a perfect 
shape, which is a circle. Circles are certainly no stranger as circles occur naturally in the universe, ranging 
from water ripples to the circumference of moonlight. In nature, a circle often forms when a flat surface is 
affected by a force that works evenly in all directions. For example, when a marble falls into the water and 
produces waves that spread evenly in all directions as a series of circular ripples. 

There are five characteristics of a mathematical approach [50]–[53]. First, the lesson uses real 
problem at the beginning of the lesson. Second, students use their own models or symbols to represent real 
problems. Third, use students' own contributions in solving problems and negotiating their strategies. Fourth, 
there are interactions between students facilitated by the teacher. Fifth, linking (intertwinement) 
mathematical topics with other mathematical topics or other lessons. 

The students were given the opportunity to build and develop their ideas and thoughts when 
constructing mathematics [54], [55]. Teachers can choose appropriate learning activities as a basis to 
stimulate students to think and act when constructing these mathematical concepts. The learning steps are 
developed based on theoretical studies that pay attention to the basic principles and characteristics in learning 
with a realistic mathematical approach. Learning steps are made with the aim of facilitating the teacher in the 
learning process so that learning becomes more systematic and meaningful in accordance with the adopted 
theory. However, these steps do not limit teachers’ space but can be developed according to the needs of the 
class. The purpose of this study was to understand how teachers teaching Pi () in learning mathematics of 
primary education.  
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  

This research was carried out using the case study approach and contained a single case. This 
model is used because the present study investigated the mathematics teachers and pre service teachers’ Pi 
() numbers. It is understood that Pi () numbers are important factors in calculate the circumference and 
area of a circle. In this respect, mathematics teachers should have theoretical knowledge about Pi () 
numbers. In the relevant literature, various quantitative studies have been conducted on the Pi () numbers 
[56], [57]. In this study, the Pi () numbers of mathematics teachers and pre-service teachers were discussed 
with a qualitative approach. Examining the mathematics teacher and pre-service teachers’ Pi () numbers 
skills together and making comparisons reveal the important and original dimensions of this study.  

This research was carried out under the Pi () numbers. The population in this study totaling 432 
people that pursued on Teacher Professional Program on Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, 
Muhammadiyah Malang of University. The sample on this study selected through a random sampling 
technique. Teacher Professional Program was such as teaching methods, material development, teaching 
practice, are considered as mathematics education program and graduates should be professional teacher. In 
the study participants in the research would describe the Pi () numbers and how to teach Pi () numbers for 
students on elementary school. The practice that participants posed for account Pi () number were analyzed 
by descriptive analysis. The data obtained from participants were summarized and interpreted according to 
the predefined theme and, findings were arranged by a direct citation of the problems [58]. 

This research was conducted in Pi () numbers that participants enrolled as a part of their Teacher 
Professional Program. Teacher and pre service teachers did not have any interaction with each other. 
Program processes were conducted at different times and environment. The research was conducted by the 
researched in a classroom setting and during a semester of one hour a week, theoretical information was 
given firstly and then they were asked to make various applications both inside classroom. The expectation 
at the end of this program was that the knowledge, skills and experience of Pi () numbers of teachers and 
pre-service teachers were developed. Participants were expected to develop Pi () numbers teaching skills. 
Table 1 provides explanations for what was done in the Pi () numbers of mathematic learning.  
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Table 1. Pi () concept understanding instrument 
Main category Indicators 

How the pre-service teaching the Pi () 
numbers 

Preparing the lesson plan 
The aims the lesson clearly 
The lesson activity appears 

Explain the central point and diameter They can understand the central point. 
They are able to compare the finger and diameter. 
They can identify the diameter. 
They are able to draw the perfect circle. 

Measure the circumference the circle They can measure the circumference of the circle using a string and a ruler. 
Using the circle rivet formula They can compare the perimeter by measuring with a thread and a ruler. 

They are able to find the formula 
They can find the magnitude of the Pi number 

 
 

In this research, the data were taken from the observation, in-depth interview and documentation. 
The researcher is serving as the main instrument in this research, while the supporting instruments are the 
observation guide and interview guide. Researcher also observed the lesson activities in the class. 
Furthermore, researchers conducted interviews with the selected research subjects. The high level of validity, 
among other researchers involved in the lives of participants for a long time and trying to confirm and clarify 
the data obtained with the participants or conduct panel discussions with experts to re-analyze the data that 
was obtained. Other activities are conducting in-depth observations to photograph the best possible social 
phenomena under study such as reality. Furthermore, researchers increase dependability (reliability) by 
choosing the right method to achieve research objectives. The data in this study obtained from the written 
answers obtained after students completed the problem of understanding the concept Pi () numbers and 
interviews were conducted by researchers. In this study, each interview was recorded by using a video and 
tape recorder. To ensure the validity and reliability of the research, data analysis was performed by 
triangulation through the display of data from the video and comparing it with observation data [59], [60]. 

To analyze the interview results, the researchers watched the interview video twice. When the 
researchers watched the video recording for the first time, they carefully paid attention to the relationship 
between the students’ written test results and related literature. In the second view, the researchers looked in 
detail at the video interviews and the students’ written test results to determine each category of the mental 
model level. After the categories of each mental model were determined, the next step was to begin to 
process the data according to the mental model levelling. This categorization is an important step in data 
analysis because it facilitates meaningful data interpretation. This categorization emerges through a literature 
review, identifying each interview answer and the students’ written test that represents related concepts in the 
literature. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the observation data used in this study, teachers and prospective teachers who took part in 
the Professional Teacher Program were 20% of the teachers are above 35 years, 42% of teachers are 31-35 
years, while 38% were still under 35 years. This age range is reinforced by the results of interviews conducted 
with the Professional Teacher Program organizing committee that the participant who participated was a 
person appointed by the education office in their respective regional areas. Figure 1 shows the age distribution 
of research subjects, namely prospective elementary school teachers. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Age distribution of pre-service teacher 
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The age distribution show that the high presentation of the age of pre service teacher are on 31-35 
year. This age shows maturity in making decisions from what to choose. They are teachers who are required to 
be professional in teaching, but on the other hand the teacher still finds mathematics difficult. This can be 
shown in the interview transcript (R is researcher; PST is per-service teacher). 

 
R : “Why do you like mathematics subject?” 
PST : “No, I don’t like mathematics because it is difficult subject, so many formulas must be 

remembered. And my math grade is bad.” 
 

The dialogues indicate that the pre-service teachers do not like this exact subject. Although learning 
mathematics is a lot of formulas that must be learned. This is consistent with the results of observation in the 
work on environmental geomantic problems. The mathematics teachers and pre-service teachers have 
difficulty in working on these problems because they tend to memorize the formula. The documentation also 
shows that the teacher forgot the formula outside the circle correctly, so the results obtained were not right. 
60% of mathematics teachers and pre-service teachers answered correctly because they still remembered and 
memorized the formula, while 40% answered incorrectly because they forgot the circle formula. Pi () 3.14 or 
22

7
, they get with the results of the transfer of knowledge, which is inherited from the previous teacher. 

The results of the documentation also show that the teacher forgets the exact formula outside the 
circle, so the results obtained are not correct. As much as 60% of the mathematics teachers and pre-service 
teachers answered correctly because they still remembered and memorized the formula, while 40% answered 
incorrectly because they forgot the circle formula. Regarding the Pi (π) number, they do not know the origin 
of the number. This is reinforced by the fact that the results of the interviews showed that they knew because 
they memorized the formula and the Pi () number. They get the number Pi with the magnitude of Pi () 3.14 
or 22

7
 only with the result of knowledge transfer, which is inherited from the previous teacher. This can be 

shown in the following interview transcript. 
 

R : “How about circles so far?” 
PST : “The questions that arise are usually about finding the circumference and area of a 

circle.” 
R : “Is the question about the circle difficult?” 
PST : “Yes, it is, because we must memorize the formula. So, the mathematics subject is 

difficult for us.” 
 

Learning mathematics is still considered a difficult subject. So that mathematics teachers and pre 
service teachers do not like this exact subject. Although learning mathematics, there are many formulas that 
must be learned [61]–[63]. This is in accordance with the results of the observations in the work on the 
geometry of the circle. The mathematics teachers and pre service teachers have difficulty working on these 
questions because they tend to memorize the formula. 

In this section, the data obtained in this study were analyzed and presented with description. 
Mathematics is a tool of linguistic, logic, and statistical thinking. Mathematics is deductive, linguistic, and art 
science [64]. It is the core of sciences, the science of organized structure and pattern and relation sciences. 
Mathematics is called deductive science because it refuses generalization based on observation data, and 
experiments like other sciences. The general objective of mathematics learning in elementary school is to 
make the students able to solve mathematic problems. The learning process does not only focus on cognitive 
aspect, but also developing the students’ ability in using mathematics in daily life. Thus, basic mathematics is 
essential for understanding mathematic materials. Based on the observation schedule on the implementation 
of mathematics learning in elementary schools, annual programs, semester programs, syllabus and lesson 
plan have been made. Participant of Teacher Professional Program have conducted teaching and learning 
processes by using the designed media. It showed that they had acted professionally. Teacher professionalism 
is a set of skills consisting of planning, implementing, and evaluating the learning process.  

The implementation of mathematics learning showed that the learning process had also involved the 
students’ mental optimally, not only making the students busy with listening, and taking note activities. The 
process of thinking was more emphasized. learning process is built dialogically and stimulant question and 
answer process is made to fix and increase the students’ thinking ability [65]–[67]. The thinking ability could 
help them to construct their own knowledge. The teachers’ role was not only giving information, but also 
directing and facilitating the students in the learning process to create more conducive process. 
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The interview result showed that thematic learning plan has been arranged well. The mathematic 
material involving pi number has been given to the fifth-grade students in the first semester with the theme 
“My Environment” and subtheme “Surrounding Environment”. This can be shown in the interview transcript.  
 

R : “How many sub themes appear in the circle material?” 
PST : “The theme My Environment and subtheme Surrounding Environment.” 
R : “How do you teach circle material in class?” 
PST : “I use lesson plan for the thematic learning. But mathematics subject has special 

lesson plan because it is not integrated with other subjects. I give the formula and also 
give some questions to do my students.” 

 
The learning process consisted of three steps that are opening, whilst, and closing activities. The 

process did not occur instantly, but passed through some certain steps. The teachers facilitated the students to 
study well. This interaction created effective teaching and learning process as expected. Teaching and 
learning process is a concrete form of education process. All elementary and tertiary educational institutions 
should be interactive, inspiring, enjoy, portable, challenging and motivating the students to be active in 
developing their skills and interests as well as their physical and psychological states [68]. 

Elementary schools to higher education would only be effective when they are organized by 
professional teachers. Good education is the result of teachers’ success as the key of education itself [69]–
[73]. The effective teaching tends to not only transfer knowledge from teachers to students. The teachers are 
expected to not only keep the learning process going on and give useful information spontaneously, but also 
learn more complicated materials and use them to develop the students’ skills [74]–[76]. Mathematics is 
frequently considered to be related to number, space, measurement, calculation procedure, and construction 
or measuring that are applicable in wider scope. It is not seen as the way of thinking on concept, process and 
its application, problem exploration and its solution, hypothesis making and examination, and complex ideas 
about something communicate simply and appropriately. 

The inhibiting factor in mathematics learning, especially in Pi (π) number, in elementary schools 
could be seen in many points of views. The first is the teacher’s point of view. The teacher that had designed 
lesson plan easily and only taken from internet sources that had been done by other teachers considered the 
lesson plan as complementary. The teacher’s inability in renewing and doing mathematics learning principles 
made the learning implementation, especially in Pi (π) number, less developed. In addition, the teachers in 
teaching mathematics, especially in Pi (π) number, had often simplified the way of teaching and used 
teaching and learning steps that were not innovative. They only explained that Pi (π) 3.14. Based on the 
interview result, the teachers had low understanding on Pi (π) number that affected their way of teaching. 

This mistaken concept of Pi (π) number would be delivered to next generations when the teaching 
and learning activity does not involve scientific process. Tools in teaching and learning affect the students’ 
learning outcome [77]. Based on observation, the teachers did not use any media. They only explained that Pi 
(π) number is 3.14. The students only memorized it and applied it to exercises on circle area or 
circumference. The second is the students’ point of view. Based on the interview result, the students said that 
mathematics is difficult and having many to memorize that made it less interesting. Mathematics is about 
abstract thing, and its basic object is about fact, concept, principles, skills, and its use in daily life. The low 
quality in mathematics learning will affect the students’ learning outcome. Less various media and less 
interesting teaching and learning activity would make the students have lack interest in Pi (π) number 
Furthermore, Pi (π) number in decimal, 3.14, would complicate the students when it is applied in a formula 
and while it is only memorized. Nevertheless, teaching Mathematics in elementary schools is not easy. The 
students are in concrete operational phase. Additionally, they have various levels of ability. 

There were some supporting factors in the teaching and learning activity of Pi (π) number in 
elementary schools. One of them was the teacher’s competence. The teachers are in productive age that could 
help to fix the mistaken concept in Pi (π) number. The teachers’ knowledge is the key in pi number teaching 
and learning. In addition, the students who live in millennial era would affect the teaching strategy used. An 
effective and efficient plan would be significant in Pi (π) number teaching and learning in elementary schools. 
The curriculum designed by government is the reference to develop the teaching and learning activity in 
elementary schools that is adjusted to each school. The supports of students’ parents contribute to better 
quality of teaching and learning. Trainings and workshops are regular programs for teachers. Nevertheless, it 
has no significant effect on Pi (π) number teaching and learning. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
Pi (π) number teaching and learning in Teacher Professional Program is interesting due to the 

findings on its implementation, inhibiting and supporting factors. The implementation showed that the 
teachers had lack understanding of Pi () number concept. It affected the plan in teaching and learning that 
was simple and not innovative. The absence of media in the Pi (π) number teaching and learning process 
made the students less interested. The students considered mathematics as difficult and boring lesson. The 
teacher only explained that Pi () 3.14 or 22

7
 that made the students only memorized it. In fact, at this age, the 

studetns have to think concretely. It became inhibiting factor in Pi (π) number implementation. The 
supporting factor in Pi (π) number teaching and learning is that there is curriculum designed by the 
government that becomes reference. The other supporting factor was the millennial students that were able to 
innovate the learning.  

Pi (π) number learning should be more contextual. Pi () number could be introduced by 
surrounding objects contextually. This practice needs to be done by teachers and students, so they could 
construct their knowledge about Pi (π) number in elementary schools. 
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